
Kitchen Inspiration
With the arches, mix of woods, and tile/stone in your house, it has a Tuscan essence. Adding 

the warm color tones shown in these images and the mix of open shelves and cabinets, a 
hood fan, and new lighting will help to elevate the look in your kitchen.



Option 1:

Create a pantry in this area by removing 
cabinets. Install shelves and install a 
door. Ideally, select a door that 
coordinates well with your existing 
cabinets or in a wood that coordinates 
with the butcher block counter.

Option 2:

You could purchase a sideboard or 
something similar to this type of cabinet 
that will fit easily into this space. Note 
that it would be an accent piece and 
doesn’t need to match your existing 
cabinets.

If you add an electrical outlet to this 
area, this could be a good place to put a 
compact microwave and coffee pot, 
creating an additional workstation that is 
away from the main part of the kitchen.

You could install open shelves above 
this cabinet to display bowls and 
baskets of fresh fruits & vegetables.

Niche Plan



Remove the microwave and 
cabinet. Replace it with a hood fan 

and a compact microwave. See 
other notes for new location of 

compact microwave.

Remove this cabinet and replace it with 
open shelves that are easily accessed from 

both sides of the peninsula.

This fan is most likely inefficient 
and you’re losing heat. By 

removing it, you can install a new 
hood fan over the stove, vented to 

the outside for maximum 
efficiency.

Imagine how open this would feel with 
shelves rather than the cabinet.

Plan for Stove Wall



Notice the combination of open 
shelves and cabinetry used in 

both images.

Also notice the green color 
cabinets. The doors match the 

cabinets in the island in style and 
not color. 

If you choose to install a pantry 
as suggested, you could do 

something similar by choosing a 
door in the style of your existing 
cabinets and a different color.

Color & Shelf/Cabinet Inspiration
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Dining Room Inspiration
Adding shelves over your existing sideboard, adding some cozy textures, and a simplistic 

chandelier will offer a more casual feeling in your dining room.



Thank you for viewing this preview. This guidebook contained 15 additional pages of 
detailed instructions that included:

● Color palette
● Inspirational images with explanations of how each look could work in this 

client’s dining room, kitchen, and foyer
● Instruction for wall art placement


